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Abstract—PROV-TEMPLATE is a declarative approach that enables designers and programmers to design and generate provenance compatible with the PROV standard of the World Wide Web Consortium. Designers specify the topology of the provenance to be generated by composing templates, which are provenance graphs containing variables, acting as placeholders for values. Programmers write programs that log values and package them up in sets of bindings, a data structure associating variables and values. An expansion algorithm generates instantiated provenance from templates and sets of bindings in any of the serialisation formats supported by PROV. A quantitative evaluation shows that sets of bindings have a size that is typically 40% of that of expanded provenance templates and that the expansion algorithm is suitably tractable, operating in fractions of milliseconds for the type of templates surveyed in the article. Furthermore, the approach shows four significant software engineering benefits: separation of responsibilities, provenance maintenance, potential runtime checks and static analysis, and provenance consumption. The article gathers quantitative data and qualitative benefits descriptions from four different applications making use of PROV-TEMPLATE. The system is implemented and released in the open-source library ProvToolbox for provenance processing.
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1 Introduction

Provenance has gained a lot of traction lately in various areas including the Web, legal notices, climate science, scientific workflows, computational reproducibility, emergency response, medical applications, geospatial domain, art and food. The recent standard PROV [6] of the World Wide Web Consortium defines provenance as “as a record that describes the people, institutions, entities, and activities involved in producing, influencing, or delivering a piece of data or a thing.” In an increasing number of applications, provenance has become crucial in making systems accountable, by exposing how information flows in systems, and in helping users decide whether information is to be trusted. Provenance is not restricted to computer systems, it can also be used to describe how objects are transformed and people are involved in a physical system [5].

Applications and use cases for provenance are well documented in the literature [7], [8], [9], [10]. They include making systems more auditable and accountable, deriving trust and classification, asserting attribution and generating acknowledgments, supporting predictive analytics, and facilitating traceability. To enable such a powerful functionality, however, one needs to adapt or write applications, so that they generate provenance information, which can then be exploited to offer new benefits to their users.

A number of approaches have been proposed to generate provenance: run-time, compile-time, and retrospectively. Runtime generation typically requires applications to be instrumented, and provenance generated accordingly [16], [17], [18]. Instrumenting applications and generating provenance at the same time can be cumbersome from a software engineering perspective. Instead, traditional logging techniques have been combined with provenance generation [19]. Workflow systems are a class of applications generating provenance, which use a mix of instrumentation and logging (cf. Taverna [1], Vistrails [2], Kepler [3]). Aspect-oriented approaches have also been used to weave provenance generation instructions into programs [20]. In contrast, compile-time generation uses static analysis, such as dependency analysis [21] and program slicing [22], to produce executables that generate provenance information. In many situations, however, we have to deal with legacy applications, for which we do not have the opportunity to modify the source code to introduce provenance-generating code, or we do not have the opportunity to recompile programs. Thus, in those cases, using application knowledge, provenance can alternatively be reconstructed retrospectively [23], [24].

Regardless of the approach, whether by instrumentation, logging, aspects, static methods, or reconstruction, at some point, a provenance record needs to be constructed. This may involve writing code that generates a provenance record in a well-defined, standard serialization format, such as RDF [25], text [26] or XML [27]. Alternatively, a toolkit can be used to create a memory representation of provenance and to serialize it (e.g. ProvPy [28] and ProvToolbox [29]). Writing the code for generating provenance and its serialization is error-prone since, to be inter-operable [30], it is required to address all the idiosyncrasies of the model and formats. Whilst using libraries facilitates this task, the programming effort may have to be repeated across the whole of the application’s code base. This is particularly challenging since, provenance being still a rather new concept, programmers are generally not familiar with its technical details, and are not the best placed to fine-tune the provenance information to be generated. This problem is particularly compounded in large projects with code
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developers distributed geographically or across different organisations: specifically, when agile methods are being adopted, the programming overhead makes it very difficult to maintain consistent and timely updates to the provenance generation code, so that the provenance it generates remains aligned with the actual behaviour of the application.

To address these challenges, we propose PROV-TEMPLATE, a templating approach for generating PROV-compliant provenance, with the following original and distinct characteristics:

1) With PROV-TEMPLATE, a designer can express the shape of the provenance to be generated; the provenance templates offer a declarative specification of provenance, rather than stating how it has to be generated.

2) Provenance templates are simply provenance documents expressed in a PROV-compatible format and containing placeholders, referred to as "variables", for values.

3) A mechanism allows for values to be injected into those placeholders: PROV-TEMPLATE is equipped with an expansion algorithm that, given a template and a set of bindings (associating variables to values), generates a provenance record in one of the standardized PROV representations.

Given that we have argued against crafting code to generate provenance, we felt strongly that it was not suitable to define yet another specialized language to generate provenance. Hence, the originality of PROV-TEMPLATE is that provenance templates are expressed in PROV directly. A simple serialization format also exists for sets of bindings. These design constraints have been adopted with a view to minimize the number of specific notations designers and developers have to learn.

From a software development viewpoint, we have observed a number of benefits of the PROV-TEMPLATE approach:

1) Separation of Responsibilities. Provenance template design and maintenance become the responsibility of "knowledge engineers," whereas provenance-related coding is reduced to bindings generation that can be embraced by a distributed development team, without PROV expertise.

2) Maintenance. It becomes possible to maintain an application-wide library of templates in a single location, allowing for incremental updates of templates, for instance, due to changes to application ontology definitions.

3) Runtime or Static Checks. A number of safety checks can be introduced such as determining whether bindings are compatible with templates; this includes type-compatibility, arity, mandatory/optional nature, potential semantic constraints, and the ability to check whether templates are valid [31].

4) Provenance Consumption. An application consuming the provenance it generates can directly process sets of bindings, rather than perform graph queries, followed by some query result post-processing.

We initially released a specification [32] of PROV-TEMPLATE and an implementation in ProvToolbox [29] in 2014. Building on our experience of using the system in various projects, the aim of this article is to present PROV-TEMPLATE, with the following original contributions: i) an overview of the approach and its positioning in the software development cycle; ii) a description of the template language, the sets of bindings, the expansion algorithm, and core checks; iii) a quantitative evaluation of the template expansion approach, showing improved performance when manipulating bindings over expanded provenance templates; iv) a qualitative discussion of our practical experience with PROV-TEMPLATE.

The article is organized as follows. Section 2 consists of an example of template as well as a brief introduction to PROV, and the challenges associated with the programmatic generation of PROV. Section 3 then presents the architectural overview of PROV-TEMPLATE. Section 4 defines the templates, bindings and expansion algorithm. The quantitative evaluation is then the focus of Section 5, whereas our practical experience with PROV-TEMPLATE is discussed in Section 7. We compare our approach to related work in Section 8, before concluding the article in Section 9.

2 PROVENANCE APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLE

As a way of providing motivations for provenance, we outline four applications exploiting provenance (Section 5 contains an evaluation that is based on templates and bindings from these applications). One of the applications, EBook (see Section 2.1.3), serves as an illustration to convey the intuition of PROV and the templating approach.

2.1 Four Provenance-Enabled Applications

2.1.1 Smartshare

Smartshare [33] is a "car pooling" application that allows drivers and commuters to offer and request rides. Ride offers and requests include details about required travels, timing, locations, capacity, prices, and other details relevant to car sharing. The application automatically matches commuters to available cars. It is fully provenance-enabled, capturing the provenance of any user decision, matching or rating managed by the system. The purpose of provenance in Smartshare is to make the application accountable, in particular, by providing explanations about all decisions made. The smart data set in this article consists of all the provenance bindings and associated templates involved in six ride plans leading to two agreed rides between two users.

2.1.2 Food

The food application tracks food orders and deliveries in Hampshire schools in England, with a view to develop "due diligence" methods with scientific authorities of the county. The purpose of provenance in this application is to describe the origin of food and develop analytics methods over the food supply chain. The food data set in this article consists of the templates that describe orders, deliveries, food specifications and sampling, and associated bindings for six schools in the county over six months.

2.1.3 EBook

The EBook project\(^6\) released a suite of tools designed to aid in the use and teaching of reproducible statistical analysis techniques with a particular emphasis on their use in social science. It consists of a workflow system capable of logging provenance, and a system to convert provenance back into workflows. The purpose of provenance in EBook is to support the aim of reproducibility of scientific experiments [12]. The ebook data set in this article consists of the single template used by the EBook system and sets of bindings generated by the execution of a specific statistical workflow.

2.1.4 PICASO

The PICASO application\(^7\) (Provenance Interlinking and Collective Authoring for Scientific Objects) is an online platform that crowdsources the links between related scientific objects identified by Unified Resource Identifiers (URI). In PICASO, the purpose of provenance is to form a knowledge graph linking all scientific work; it is published as linked data that is crowdsourced by the EBook system and sets of bindings generated by the execution of a specific statistical workflow.

2.2 An Example of Template

In this section, we present an example of template and sets of bindings and provide a brief overview of the PROV data model. For further and normative details, we refer the reader to the PROV specifications [6], [25], [26].

The template depicted in Figure 1 is a simplification of the template used in the EBook application (see Section 2.1.3). It captures the following provenance pattern: an agent has launched a workflow, consisting of execution steps, referred to as blocks [34], each consuming some input files, and generating output files. An input or output file is modelled as a prov:Entity (represented by yellow ellipses in Figure 1, labeled as “consumed” and “produced”, respectively); the execution of the workflow or a workflow step is modelled as a prov:Activity (represented as blue rectangles, labeled as “parent” and “block_instance”, respectively); finally, the user is modelled as a prov:Agent (represented as an orange pentagon labeled “agent”). A few relations interconnect these nodes: the output file is derived from the input file (relation prov:wasDerivedFrom), the input is used by the block (relation prov:used), whereas the output is generated by it (relation prov:wasGeneratedBy), the execution step was started by the parent execution (relation prov:wasStartedBy), whereas the parent workflow was associated with the user (relation prov:wasAssociatedWith). Further attributes of a block include its type, start and end time, etc. We note that PROV relations are expressed using the past tense to highlight that provenance is intended to be a description of something that happened in the past (as opposed to a workflow specification or a program aimed to be executed in the future).

Whilst Figure 1 is purely illustrative, Figure 2 presents the same template using the normative PROV-N notation [26]. Each node and relation of the graph is expressed by a PROV-N statement. The PROV-N notation makes it explicit which name is a placeholder for values: all names in the namespace\(^8\) var are regarded as variables by PROV-TEMPLATE (they are marked in red in both Figures 1 and 2). Note that some of the variables are not displayed in Figure 1 to preserve its legibility.

The template of Figure 1 describes the execution of an activity block_instance. A typical workflow consists of multiple steps, and the execution of each of these steps has to be described by instantiating the same template, with bindings pertaining to this specific execution.

In Figure 1 the graph is displayed inside a box labeled by variable bundle; likewise, in Figure 2, we can see that PROV terms occur inside a bundle construct, with the same variable. A bundle is a PROV construct [6] that allows provenance of provenance to be expressed. Specifically, such bundles are present in templates so that their attribution can be expressed, allowing the process of template expansion to be documentable by provenance itself. Although such an attribution is permitted, it is not included in the example for

\[^6\] http://www.bristol.ac.uk/cmm/research/ebooks/

\[^7\] https://provenance.ecs.soton.ac.uk/picaso/

\[^8\] Figure 2 also contains names in the namespace t of PROV-TEMPLATE. We refer the reader to the ProvToolbox template user’s guide [32] for details of how such names are used to control the expansion of variables meant to generate time and string values. Such low-level practical details are not discussed any further in this paper.
document
prefix t <http://openprovenance.org/tmpl#>
prefix var <http://openprovenance.org/var#>
prefix estat <http://purl.org/net/statjr/ns#>
prefix estatwf <http://purl.org/net/statjr/wf#>

bundle var:bundle
activity(var:block_instance,
[ t:startTime='var:starttime',
t:endTime='var:endtime',
prov:type='var:block_type',
t:label='var:block_title',
estatwf:block='var:block_uri' ])
activity(var:parent)
agent(var:agent)
wasAttributedTo(var:parent,var:agent)
wasStartedBy(var:block_instance, -, var:parent,
-t, [t:time='var:starttime'])
entity(var:consumed)
used(var:block_instance, var:consumed, -,
[ t:time='var:consumed_at',
estat:bindingname='var:consumed_name']
entity(var:produced)
wasGeneratedBy(var:produced, var:block_instance,
-t, [t:time='var:produced_at',
estat:bindingname='var:produced_name']
wasDerivedFrom(var:produced, var:consumed)
endBundle
endDocument

Fig. 2. Template of Figure 1 expressed in PROV-N. Variables are qualified names with prefix var and appear in red.

For instance, one could express that the template is part of a template library of an application; this also allows details of the template expansion to be captured (such as the version of the library that performed the expansion at a specific date).

2.3 Bindings and Template Expansion

An extract from a set of bindings is displayed in Figure 3: it is a JSON structure that contains a dictionary for the various variables (in red), mapping them to one or more values (in blue). For instance, there are two consumed inputs, so there are two values for the variable “consumed”, expressed as UUIDs denoting each of the two inputs; on the other hand, there is a single output, so there is a single value for the variable “produced”.

The expansion of the template of Figure 2 with the bindings of Figure 3 is illustrated graphically in Figure 4, and its PROV-N representation is shown in Figure 5. Variables have been replaced by values (displayed in blue in Figure 5). We see that two entities are consumed (fe1bf93c-... and 0266d11a-...). Supplementary Material contains a fuller example of template expansion.

2.4 The Difficulty of Generating Provenance Without Template

The four applications (Smartshare, Food, EBook, PICASO) introduced in Section 2.1 use templates to generate provenance. Prior to designing PROV-TEMPLATE, we developed applications that were creating provenance directly: software engineers had to design, implement and maintain code that generated provenance similar to that of Figure 5. This presented a number of challenges, which we illustrate, based on our concrete experience with several applications.

ProVToolbox [29] is an open-source general-purpose toolkit to manipulate PROV-based provenance in Java. It comes with a few examples of Java programs to create a memory representation of provenance and save it to various PROV serialization formats. One of the examples is the Provenance Challenge workflow [35], a reference workflow for the provenance community. An implementation can be...
found on Github\(^9\) and is also discussed in more details in Supplementary Material. To a first approximation, each PROV term (such as those occurring in Figure 5) requires a factory method to be called; potentially, a further method call would be required to add each key-value pair occurring in these terms. As a graph structure is being built, each node needs to be identified by a URI or a qualified name (i.e., a URI short form \([26]\)), and likewise, each relation connects two or more nodes, also identified by some URIs. This essentially requires code that manipulates names with a size proportional to that of the provenance graph to be generated. This results in a significant burden on software developers since they would be required to understand the semantics of these constructor methods, and would have to ensure that the graph is constructed correctly, associating resources of types compatible with the edge semantics, and making sure that edges are constructed with the right directions. As an illustration, 200 lines of Java code are required to compose the Provenance Challenge provenance graph, which can be broken down into 50 lines for node constructors, 130 for edge constructors, and 15 for adding attributes. As some nodes have up to 8 incoming edges, there is a significant amount of repetition in node names provided to edge constructors, and therefore of opportunities to code the graph construction incorrectly.

ProvToolbox \([29]\) and ProvPy \([28]\) are libraries that take care of deserializing to, and serializing from, Java and Python representations, respectively. As an illustration, Table 1 provides an approximate line count of this functionality. A developer intending to generate directly a serialization of PROV, would be confronted with developing and maintaining a code base whose size is a significant fraction of the one illustrated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>format</th>
<th>ProvToolbox lines</th>
<th>ProvPy lines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PROV-XML</td>
<td>13000 (incl. beans)</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdf</td>
<td>3600</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>json</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROV-N</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>100 (output only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The serialization formats come with their idiosyncrasies, and as specifications are revised, or when incorrect implementations have to be fixed, non-trivial work is required. The type of effort to maintain such libraries is illustrated by the following change to ProvPy. Previously, ProvPy used `prov:QualifiedName` (implemented by the `QualifiedName` class) to denote short forms of URIs, and also supported `xsd:QName` backed by `xsdName` class, a subclass of `QualifiedName`. However, to ensure better compliance with PROV-N, support for `xsd:QName` was removed, and instead the new `prov:QUALIFIED_NAME` with changed capitalization had to be supported. Changes affected some 60 lines \(^{10}\). In Section 7.3, we revisit this change and show how it affect the PICASO application that is built on ProvPy and templates.

CollabMap is a provenance-enabled crowdsourcing application \([13]\). Provenance is used in CollabMap for auditing the application’s behavior and for predicting the quality of data produced by the crowd \([13]\). CollabMap was being developed as the standardization of PROV began, and therefore, relies on a predecessor model of provenance called OFM, the Open Provenance Model; it also predates ProvPy. A significant part of CollabMap code specifically aims at provenance management: about 145 lines are about constructing provenance (out of 400 related to the data model), and some 80 lines are concerned with JSON export, and 50 for RDF export (out of 700 of the view part of the MVC model). Handcrafting the PROV-JSON structure was tedious and error-prone, and changes required code edits. Issues that had to be handled included: lack of default namespace required to resolve qualified names without a prefix, referring to attribute with a string representation instead of a qualified name, upgrading to the PROV model as its specification was being agreed.

In summary, the set of evidence we have presented point towards the need for a principled method for generating provenance and associated tooling, such as PROV-TEMPLATE, which we now describe in details.
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3 Architectural Overview

Figure 6 provides an overview of the PROV-TEMPLATE architecture. In blue, we show key facets of runtime execution: an application logs values, in the form of bindings, which are used by the template expander to generate provenance documents. The template expander relies on a template for provenance created at design-time; the template may refer to application or domain ontologies. In red, we show the templates and ontologies which are created at design time.

The architecture is agnostic about the mechanism used to create bindings. Applications may log values, and then convert them to bindings. Alternatively, aspects may be woven into the code to generate such bindings. The architecture is also agnostic about when provenance is generated and which documents are persisted. Template expansions may be interleaved with application execution, possibly persisting provenance graphs; alternatively, bindings may be accumulated, and provenance generated for post-execution analysis. The specific requirements of the application with respect to provenance determines when these operations have to take place.

4 Template, Binding, Template Expansion

In this section, we present a conceptualization of PROV-TEMPLATE, including the abstract syntax of templates, a definition of sets of bindings, and a description of the expansion algorithm.

4.1 Template Definition

Figure 7 displays the abstract syntax of templates. In this article, the presentation is concerned with the syntactic dimension of the PROV data model; for the detailed and normative meaning of these constructs, we refer the reader to the PROV data model specification [6].

A template, denoted by the meta-variable \( \text{template} \) is a named set of terms (referred to as “bundle” [6]). Terms can be of five kinds and are denoted by the meta-variables \( \text{term}_i \) for \( i = 1, \ldots, 5 \). Nodes, denoted by \( \text{term}_4 \), can be entities, activities, or agents; they are identified by a mandatory name \( \mu \). The remaining terms are relations, connecting such nodes. In the simplest case, relations denoted by \( \text{term}_2 \) are binary associations, connecting two nodes denoted by their names \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). Qualified relations [25], expressed by meta-variable \( \text{term}_3 \), enrich binary relations with a set of attribute-value pairs and an optional identifier \( \tau \). Relations described by \( \text{term}_4 \) and \( \text{term}_5 \) further include one or more secondary names \( \delta \), allowing qualified relations to be refined with extra information. When attribute-value pairs are contained in a term, they occur in a set, which allows a given attribute key \( k_i \) to be present multiple times with different values; their order is not significant.

Constants \( (\pi \in \mathcal{P}) \) can be of usual primitive types (for instance, XML Schema built-in datatypes [36]); constants consist of two elements: their external representation as a string, and their type. For example, when we conveniently write "John Doe", we mean the constant with external representation “John Doe” and type \text{xsd:string}. Likewise, the conveniently written number 40, in fact, denotes the constant with external representation “40” and type \text{xsd:integer}.

The grammar of templates also allows for a name \( \gamma \) to appear in attribute-value position, associated with an attribute key \( \kappa \). In that case, there is an implicit conversion of the name \( \gamma \) into a constant in \( \mathcal{P} \), consisting of the external representation of \( \gamma \) and the reserved type \text{prov:QUALIFIED_NAME}. In other words, all constants with this reserved type are considered as names by PROV-TEMPLATE. Such constants are abbreviated with the PROV-N single quote notation [26] (for instance, ‘var:endtime’ in Figure 2).

Names are said to be qualified [25], consisting of a namespace URI and a local name. The template language comes with its own namespace, in which some names are defined with a specific meaning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>prefix</th>
<th>namespace URI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td><a href="http://openprovenance.orgtmpl#">http://openprovenance.orgtmpl#</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Simple Set of Bindings

The set of all names \( \text{Names}(t) \) in a template \( t \) is the set of all names \( \alpha, \beta, \gamma, \mu, \tau \), for all terms in template \( t \). We distinguish two categories of names, according to their positions in terms.

In the definition of a template in Figure 7, the names \( \alpha, \beta, \delta, \mu, \tau \) act as placeholders — or variables — for some concrete names in \( N \). The process of template expansion replaces such placeholders by concrete names. The expansion algorithm expects a template and a set of bindings, which maps names to their concrete instantiation.

In contrast, in Figure 7, an attribute variable name \( \gamma \) acts as a placeholder for some constants. Let us consider a binding that maps a name \( \gamma \) to a set of constants \( \pi_0, \pi_1, \ldots \). Then, the expansion of an attribute-value pair \( \kappa = \gamma \) results in a series of attribute-value pairs \( \kappa = \pi_0, \kappa = \pi_1, \ldots \).

We can formally define sets of bindings as follows.

**Definition 1 (Simple set of bindings).** A simple set of bindings \( \rho \) for a term \( \text{term}_i \) (resp. a template \( t \)) is a
where each name $\nu$ ranges over $\alpha, \beta, \delta, \nu, \tau$. Figure 7. Abstract syntax of the template language.

It is useful for subsequent formalizations to consider a set of bindings as a total map. Given a template $t$ and a simple set of bindings $\rho$, a total, simple set of bindings $\rho_T$ for $t$ is a total function mapping each name of the template $\text{Names}(t)$ to some value, whether it is a name or a set of constants. For any $\nu \in \text{Names}(t)$,

$$\rho_T(\nu) = \begin{cases} \rho(\nu) & \text{if } \rho(\nu) \text{ is defined} \\ \nu & \text{if } \rho(\nu) \text{ is not defined}. \end{cases}$$

4.3 Simple Name Replacing in Templates

Given a simple set of bindings $\rho$, we can replace a template’s names by the values associated with them in $\rho$. However, there are three ways of doing this, which we refer to as permissive, strict, and PROV-aware name replacing, respectively denoted by $\text{replace}_\text{perm}$, $\text{replace}_\text{strict}$, and $\text{replace}_\text{pa}$. These three ways of replacing names correspond to different modes a developer may want to use the PROV-TEMPLATE system. Permissive mode, for instance, allows partial instantiation of templates. Strict mode is particularly useful when debugging to ensure that all variables have been instantiated. Finally, PROV-aware mode is an intermediate way of operating, taking into account the optional nature of some names. We now define them in turn.

**Permissive name replacing** is the function that substitutes the names found in a set of bindings $\rho$, and leaves the others untouched. For instance, permissive name replacing of $\text{term}_3$, written $\text{replace}_\text{perm}(\text{term}_3, \rho)$, is defined as the term $\text{term}_3'$$

$$\text{term}_3' = \text{rel}_3(\tau'; \beta', \alpha', \delta', [\nu_i = \gamma', \ldots, \nu_j = \pi, \ldots])$$

where each name $\nu'$ is obtained by $\nu' = \rho_T(\nu)$, where $\nu$ ranges over $\alpha, \beta, \delta, \nu, \tau$. For a pair $\nu_i = \gamma$ in $\text{term}_3$, a name $\gamma$ occurring in attribute-value position is allowed to be bound to multiple values. If $\gamma$ is unbound, or bound to a single name, then we find an attribute-key-value pair $\kappa_i = \gamma'$ in $\text{term}_3'$, with $\gamma' = \rho_T(\gamma)$. If $\gamma$ is bound to a set of constants, for each $\pi \in \rho_T(\gamma)$, there is an attribute key-value pair $\kappa_i = \pi$ in $\text{term}_3'$. We note that $\rho_T$ is used, ensuring that names unbound in $\rho$ are kept unchanged (since $\rho_T$ maps them to themselves).

**Strict name replacing** requires all names to be bound by the set of bindings. For instance, strict name replacing of $\text{term}_3$, written $\text{replace}_\text{strict}(\text{term}_3, \rho)$, is defined as the same term $\text{term}_3'$, under the condition that $\rho(\nu)$ is defined for each name $\nu$ ranging over $\alpha, \beta, \delta, \gamma, \mu, \tau$. If $\rho(\nu)$ is not defined for one of the names $\nu$, then the strict replacing operation is not defined for the whole term.

However, neither permissive nor strict replacing suitably takes the PROV semantics into account. The names $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are mandatory, whereas names $\tau, \delta, \gamma$ and names in attribute-value position $\gamma$ are all optional. Thus, we introduce the provenance-aware replacing strategy, $\text{replace}_\text{pa}$. If there is no binding for optional names, they are replaced by the distinguished symbol $-$ for $\tau, \delta$; likewise, an attribute-value pair $\kappa = \gamma$ is not included, if there is no binding for name $\gamma$. If a binding is missing for a mandatory name, then the whole replacing operation fails, like in the strict strategy. So, let us define

$$\rho_-(\nu) = \begin{cases} \rho(\nu) & \text{if } \rho(\nu) \text{ is defined} \\ - & \text{if } \rho(\nu) \text{ is not defined}. \end{cases}$$

We define $\text{replace}_\text{pa}(\text{term}_3, \rho) = \text{term}_3'$, if $\alpha' = \rho(\alpha), \beta' = \rho(\beta)$ are both defined, and $\tau' = \rho_-(\tau), \delta' = \rho_-(\delta)$. For a pair $\kappa_i = \gamma$ in $\text{term}_3$, if $\gamma$ is bound to a single name, there is an attribute key-value pair $\kappa_i = \gamma'$, with $\gamma' = \rho(\gamma)$. If $\gamma$ is bound to a set of constants, for each $\pi \in \rho(\gamma)$, there is an attribute key-value pair $\kappa_i = \pi$. If $\rho(\gamma)$ is not defined, then the pair is not included in $\text{term}_3'$. For $\text{term}_3'$ to remain syntactically correct, each name in $\rho$ must be bound to a name, except for those names occurring only in attribute-value position ($\gamma$), which are allowed to be bound to any constant.
Of course, in the special case when a name $\nu$ occurs in attribute-value position, such as in $\kappa = \nu$, and also elsewhere in a term, if $\rho(\nu) = \nu'$, then an implicit conversion takes place into a set of constants $\{\nu'\}$ allowing instantiation into the attribute-value pairs $\kappa = \nu$.

### 4.4 Linked Names

Let us imagine that we have to design the provenance for a book; attribution could be used to link the book to its author. In the case of multiple authors, we do not want to have to specify a template for each possible number of authors. Instead, we prefer to define a template containing one attribution relation between a book and an author, and provide bindings for multiple authors.

For simple binary relations, denoted by term2 in Figure 7, it may be interesting to specify their type (one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one, many-to-many), so that when a name is given multiple values, it is easy to understand how to expand a template. However, term3, term4, and term5 show that we are not just considering binary relations, but generalized n-ary relations over names. So the question is: if names are to be bound to multiple values, which names are expected to be given a similar number of values, and how should the expansion proceed. Against this background, PROV-TEMPLATE introduces a notion of linked name.

**Definition 2 (Linked Name).** Two names $\nu_1, \nu_2$ in a template $t$ are said to be linked if Linked$_1(\nu_1, \nu_2)$ holds, where the relation Linked$_1$ is obtained by the symmetric, transitive closure of the relation Link, iteratively computed as follows for all terms of $t$:

1. If node($\nu$, [t:linked = $\gamma$, ...]), then Link($\nu$, $\gamma$).
2. If rel($\tau; \beta, \alpha, ...$, [t:linked = $\gamma$, ...]) for $i \in \{2, 3, 4\}$, then Link($\tau$, $\gamma$).

By extension, Names(Linked$_1$) denotes the set of names related by Linked$_1$.

**Example 1.** Let us consider the template of Figure 2.

There is no occurrence of the tlinked attribute. Therefore, Linked$_1 = \emptyset$ and Names(Linked$_1$) = $\emptyset$.

**Example 2.** Let us call “linked-Figure 2” a variant of template of Figure 2, in which the variables var:consumed and var:produced are linked, meaning that for each output there is a single input.

```plaintext
entity(var:consumed,
       [t:linked='var:produced'])
```

In that case, Linked$_1 = \{(\var:consumed, var:produced), (\var:produced, var:consumed)\}$ and Names(Linked$_1$) = \{var:produced, var:consumed\}.

Given the Linked$_1$ relation, we can construct a partition of names. Furthermore, given a strict ordering of names, we can construct a unique sequence of names sets, as follows. The following definition relies on the notion of indexing name, which can be found for each term in Figure 7.

**Definition 3 (Link-Partition).** Let $I(\text{term}_i)$ be the set of indexing names in a term term$_i$ from a template $t$. Let $P(\text{term}_i)$ be the set of partitionable names, defined as the union of $I(\text{term}_i)$ and $\{\gamma \mid \gamma \in \text{term}_i \land \gamma \in \text{Names(Linked$_1$)}\}$. A link-partition is a sequence $N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1}$ of sets of names such that $\forall k, 0 \leq k < m, \forall i, j, 0 \leq i < j < m$, the following holds:

1. $\bigcup_i N_i = P(\text{term}_m)$;
2. $N_i \cap N_j = \emptyset$;
3. $\forall \nu_m, \nu_n \in N_k, \text{Linked}_1(\nu_m, \nu_n)$;
4. $\exists \nu_j \in N_i, \text{such that } \forall \nu_j' \in N_j, \nu_j' < \nu_j$.

In Definition 3, Clauses 1 and 2 show that $N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1}$ is a partition. Clause 3 states that each $N_i$ contains linked names. Clause 4 relies on name ordering over $N$ introduced in Figure 7. We are now equipped with a mechanism that allows us to uniquely enumerate names according to the way they have been linked.

**Example 3.** Let us consider term

\[
\text{wasDerivedFrom}(\text{var:produced}, \text{var:consumed})
\]

in Figure 2. $I(\cdot)$ for this term is \{var:produced, var:consumed\}. So is $P(\cdot)$. Its link-partition is $N_0 = \{\text{var:consumed}\}$, and $N_1 = \{\text{var:produced}\}$, assuming that we used lexicographic order over variable names.

**Example 4.** Let us consider term

\[
\text{wasGeneratedBy}(\text{var:produced}, \text{var:consumed}, \text{var:block_instance}, \text{estat:bindingname} = \text{var:produced_name'})
\]

in template “linked-Figure 2” described in Example 2. $I(\cdot)$ for this term is \{var:produced, var:block_instance\}. So is $P(\cdot)$. Its link-partition is $N_0 = \{\text{var:block_instance}\}$, and $N_1 = \{\text{var:produced}\}$.

**Example 5.** Instead, if we consider term

\[
\text{wasDerivedFrom}(\text{var:produced}, \text{var:consumed})
\]

in template “linked-Figure 2” described in Example 2. $I(\cdot)$ for this term is \{var:produced, var:consumed\}. So is $P(\cdot)$. Its link-partition is $N_0 = \{\text{var:produced}, \text{var:consumed}\}$.

### 4.5 Complex Sets of Bindings and Template Expansion

While a simple set of bindings allows for one value (either a name or a set of constants) for each variable, a complex set of bindings allows for multiple values for variables. Such bindings enable cross-products of values to be created by template expansion. Thus, a complex set of bindings for a template is defined as a total function $\phi_t$ that maps each name of the template to a vector of names (from $N$) or vectors of sets of names (from $\mathcal{P}$).

\[
\phi_t : \text{Names}(t) \rightarrow \text{Vector}(N) \cup \text{Vector}(\mathcal{P}(\mathcal{P}))
\]

A Link-Partition indicates which partitionable names are linked. When multiple bindings are supported, names in a given partition are regarded as an array of names, being simultaneously assigned values identified in bindings. Therefore, the number of values associated with names in a complex set of bindings must be the same, if those names belong to the same partition; this number provides
the number of possible assignments for the names of the partition. This is formalized as follows.

**Definition 4 (Binding-Partition Compatibility 1).** Let us consider \( P(\text{term}_t) \), the set of partitionable names in a term \( \text{term}_t \) from template \( t \); its link-partition \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1} \), and a complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \). A complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \) is compatible with the link-partition \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1} \), if the following holds:

\[
\forall k, 0 \leq k < m, \forall \nu_i, \nu_j \in N_k,
\text{length}(\phi_t(\nu_i)) = \text{length}(\phi_t(\nu_j)),
\]

i.e., the number of possible bindings for two names \( \nu_i, \nu_j \) from the same partition is the same. Let us denote this number as \( \text{size}_{\phi_t}^k \) for \( N_k \).

Therefore, an integer \( i \) in \([0, \text{size}_{\phi_t} - 1]\) can act as an index for a value in the vector \( \phi_t(\nu) \) for any \( \nu \in N_k \).

**Example 6.** Building on Example 3, the complex set of bindings \( \phi_t = \{ \var:produced \rightarrow \langle p_1, p_2 \rangle, \var:consumed \rightarrow \langle c_1 \rangle \} \), which defines two generated entities for one used entity is compatible with the link-partition of Example 3 and thus satisfies Definition 4.

**Example 7.** Following on Example 4, the same complex set of bindings \( \phi_t = \{ \var:produced \rightarrow \langle p_1, p_2 \rangle, \var:consumed \rightarrow \langle c_1 \rangle \} \) is not compatible with Definition 4, because the number of values associated with \( \var:consumed \) and \( \var:produced \) is not the same.

What about names that are neither indexing nor linked?

The purpose of Definition 5 is to set expectations for the number of values to be found associated with those names in a complex set of bindings.

**Definition 5 (Binding-Partition Compatibility 2).** Let us consider \( P(\text{term}_t) \), the set of partitionable names in a term \( \text{term}_t \) from template \( t \); its link-partition \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1} \), and a complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \). A complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \) is compatible with the link-partition \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1} \), if the following holds:

\[
\forall \nu, \nu \notin P(\text{term}_t),
\text{length}(\phi_t(\nu)) = 0 \text{ or } \text{size}_{\phi_t}^0 \times \cdots \times \text{size}_{\phi_t}^{m-1},
\]

i.e., the number of bindings for a non-partitionable name \( \nu \) is given by the number of possible combinations with all partitionable names.

**Example 8.** Building again on Example 3, \( \phi_t = \{ \var:produced \rightarrow \langle p_1, p_2 \rangle, \var:consumed \rightarrow \langle c_1 \rangle, \var:block\_instance \rightarrow \langle b_1 \rangle, \var:produced\_at \rightarrow \langle t_1, t_2 \rangle \} \) satisfies Definition 5, because it has 2 bindings for \( \var:produced\_at \), since \( \text{size}_{\phi_t}^0 = 1 \) and \( \text{size}_{\phi_t}^1 = 2 \).

Binding-Partition compatibility requires both Definitions 4 and 5 to be satisfied.

**Definition 6 (Multi-Index).** Let us consider \( P(\text{term}_t) \), the set of partitionable names in a term \( \text{term}_t \) from template \( t \); its link-partition \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1} \), and a complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \) compatible with the link-partition.

A multi-index \( \omega = \{t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_{m-1}\} \in N_0 \times N_1 \times \cdots \times N_{m-1} \) is a tuple of naturals such that each \( t_k \) belongs to interval \([0, \text{size}_{\phi_t}^k]\) for \( 0 \leq k < m \).

Multi-indices \( \omega_0, \omega_1, \ldots \) can be ordered lexicographically. Let us call \( \text{lex} \) the function that returns the position in this lexical sequence for any multi-index.

**Example 9.** Using the bindings \( \phi_t \) of Example 8, for which we have link-partition \( N_0, N_1 \) of Example 3, we have \( \omega_0 = (0, 0) \), and \( \omega_1 = (0, 1) \). The \( \text{lex} \) function is defined as \( \text{lex}(0) = \omega_0 \) and \( \text{lex}(1) = \omega_1 \).

A multi-index enables us to extract a simple set of bindings from a complex set of bindings, by means of a projection operation defined as follows.

**Definition 7 (Projection).** Let us consider \( P(\text{term}_t) \), the set of partitionable names in a term \( \text{term}_t \) from template \( t \); its link-partition \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1} \), a complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \) compatible with the link-partition, and a multi-index \( \omega = \{t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_{m-1}\} \).

The projection operation \( \text{proj}(\phi_t(\omega)) \) is a simple set of bindings \( \rho \), such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall k & \in [0, m-1], \nu \in N_k, \rho(\nu) = \phi_t(\nu)[t_k], \\
\forall \nu \in \text{Names}(\text{term}_t), \nu & \notin P(\text{term}_t), \rho(\nu) = \phi_t(\nu)[\text{lex}(\omega)].
\end{align*}
\]

**Example 10.** Using the multi-index of Example 9 and the bindings \( \phi_t \) of Example 8, the projection \( \text{proj}(\phi_t(\omega)) \) is \( \{ \var:produced \rightarrow \langle p_2 \rangle, \var:consumed \rightarrow \langle c_1 \rangle, \var:block\_instance \rightarrow \langle b_1 \rangle, \var:produced\_at \rightarrow \langle t_2 \rangle \} \), in which the values for the second produced entity have been selected.

We are now ready to define template expansion. We start with the expansion of a term.

**Definition 8 (Term Expansion).** Let us consider \( P(\text{term}_t) \), the set of partitionable names in a term \( \text{term}_t \) from template \( t \); its link-partition \( N_0, N_1, \ldots, N_{m-1} \), and a complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \) compatible with the link-partition. Let \( \Omega_{\text{term}_t} \) be the set of all multi-indices for term \( \text{term}_t \).

The expansion of \( \text{term}_t \) for \( \phi_t \) is the set of terms defined as:

\[
\text{expansion}(\text{term}_t, \phi_t) = \{ s_\omega \mid \omega \in \Omega_{\text{term}_t}, \text{replace}_{pa}(\text{term}_t, \text{proj}(\phi_t(\omega))) \text{ is defined}, s_\omega = \text{replace}(\text{term}_t, \text{proj}(\phi_t(\omega))) \}.
\]

where \( \text{replace} \) denotes one of the functions \( \text{replace}_{perm}, \text{replace}_{strict}, \text{replace}_{pa} \).

ProvToolbox [29], which contains an implementation of PROV-TEMPLATE, allows users to choose a replacement function. For instance, the \textit{strict} mode, which terminates with an error code if some template variables have not been bound, is particularly useful when debugging the application since it allows us to check whether bindings are fully constructed. When an application is deployed, we would use the provenance-aware mode, which drops unbound optional variables. In Supplementary Material, we show an application of the permissive approach, in which templates get partially instantiated to create new templates.
Finally, we can define a template expansion as the union of all expansions of terms, as per Definition 8.

**Definition 9 (Template Expansion).** Given a template \( t = \text{bundle } \mu \text{ term}^* \) and a complex set of bindings \( \phi_t \):

\[
\text{expansion}(t, \phi_t) = \text{bundle } \mu' \{ \cup_{t \text{term}^* \text{term}} \text{expansion(} \text{term}, \phi_t) \}\]

with \( \mu' = \phi_t(\mu) \).

It is assumed here that a single value is provided for the bundle name.

5 Quantitative Evaluation

In the PROV-TEMPLATE approach, templates specify the topology of the provenance to be generated, whereas bindings contain values required to create the provenance. Given that bindings contain no topological information, the intuition is that bindings are more compact than the expanded templates. The first part of this section contrasts the size of bindings and the size of expanded provenance templates, systematically, across the range of templates supported by the applications discussed in Section 2.1. We observe that the size of bindings is on average 40% of the size of expanded templates. This saving is beneficial in terms of both reduced communication cost and reduced storage cost. Indeed, application components only need to submit bindings to a provenance repository, instead of expanded provenance; a more compact representation of bindings reduces communication overheads. Likewise, one may consider provenance repositories that only persist bindings, instead of expanded provenance: they will result in more compact storage.

The savings in communication and storage should be understood in the context of the extra cost of expanding templates with some bindings. We show that the cost of expansion itself is very modest. On average, across the applications considered, it takes 0.23ms to expand a template, which would allow over 4000 expansions to take place on a single core every second.

For the quantitative evaluation, we consider the four applications presented in Section 2.1, which are referred to as smart (Section 2.1.1), food (Section 2.1.2), ebook (Section 2.1.3), and picaso (Section 2.1.4). Table 2 summarizes the number of bindings sets and templates per application.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application</th>
<th>sets of bindings</th>
<th>templates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smart</td>
<td>1608</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>1031</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebook</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picaso</td>
<td>4019</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>6893</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The following evaluation relies on ProvToolbox [29], a Java library to manipulate PROV representations, and which includes an implementation of PROV-TEMPLATE. The performance evaluation was run on a MacBook Pro OSX 10.1, with an Intel Core i7, 2.7 GHz, and 16Gb of Memory.

We adopted the following procedure for preparing the test data. PROV has multiple serializations (RDF, XML, Text) but does not have a canonical representation. Thus, to be able to compare sizes of bindings with sizes of expanded provenance templates, we applied the following transformations. Provenance files are converted to Turtle [37], with all qualified names expanded as URIs, and then converted to PROV-N [26], allowing for new namespace prefixes to be automatically allocated. The conversion to Turtle allows terms to be merged [31], where appropriate, whereas the conversion to PROV-N allows for a compact representation. Bindings are serialized to JSON, as in Figure 3 but without pretty printing.

Having prepared the data, we applied the following method to generate Figure 8, which shows the compaction ratio for each template.

1) Apply the expansion algorithm for each set of bindings and template pair.
2) Compute the compaction ratio by dividing the size of each set of bindings (as a JSON file), by the size of the expanded provenance templates (as a PROV-N file, prepared as above).
3) Create the box plot as per Figure 8, where the x-axis enumerates the templates, and the y-axis indicates the compaction ratio.

The x-axis of Figure 8 lists the templates, grouped per application (see the legend for the application color coding). The y-axis indicates the compaction ratio. A compaction ratio equal to 1 means that the size of a set of bindings is the same as the size of an expanded template. The smaller the compaction ratio, the more “efficient” the representation of a set of bindings is. For each template, a box plot shows the median compaction ratio, the first quartile and third quartile, and the minimum and maximum compaction ratios.

Each of the 6893 sets of bindings resulted in a compaction ratio less than one. Table 3 provides a numerical summary of Figure 8 per application. On average, across all the sets of bindings, the compaction ratio is 40%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>application</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std. dev.</th>
<th>median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smart</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>food</td>
<td>0.526</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ebook</td>
<td>0.670</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>picaso</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>all</td>
<td>0.406</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.397</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 shows some variability in the range of compaction ratios for some templates. For instance, in ebook’s block_run template, the bindings leading to the smallest ratio (0.35) are about a block with a large number of outputs (31), whereas, at the other end of the scale, bindings with ratio 0.8 are all for blocks that consume and produce one entity. Likewise, the food application’s foodspec template was designed to contain general descriptions of food specification. The bindings resulting in the lowest ratio (0.24) contain very little details about the food product, whereas the bindings resulting into the highest (0.73) contain long.
Fig. 8. Compaction ratio, per application, per template. The legend shows the color adopted for each application. Colored horizontal lines are the median compression ratio for each application.

textual strings overwhelming the topology found in the expanded template.

We followed a similar procedure to produce performance data. (A plot is available in Supplementary Material.)

1) For each set of bindings and template pair:
   a) Run the expansion algorithm \( w \) times
   b) Repeat \( c \) times:
      • Measure average time over \( n \) template expansions
   c) Compute average over \( c \) measures
   d) Normalize measure with respect to length of the sets of bindings.

2) Create a box plot with templates in the x-axis and normalized averages in the y-axis.

We ran the process with \( (w, n, c) = (1000, 40, 20) \). The value \( w \) was selected to introduce a delay before taking measurements, to allow for JVM warm up. Of course, the bigger a template is, the longer its expansion is; likewise, the bigger a set of bindings is, the longer the expansion is. For the box plot (available in Supplementary Material), to be able to make meaningful comparisons, we normalized the computed average time with respect to the size of sets of bindings in kilobytes.

It is important to note that this experiment only measures expansion time, and does not include the input/output time necessary to read templates and bindings, and write the expanded template.

Table 4 summarizes the raw expansion times (without normalization) for the various applications. We see that in average the expansion time is 0.23ms. This type of performance would allow over 4000 expansions to be performed on a single core per second. This shows that the approach is entirely tractable. Furthermore, it is to be noted that our implementation follows the definitions of Section 4 and currently does not optimize the expansion process. Section 9 suggests ways of improving the performance of template expansion.

We observe that the average expansion time is significantly larger for the food application, but likewise, the
6 Bindings Generation

The quantitative evaluation of Section 5 demonstrated that bindings are a more compressed representation than that of expanded templates. Bindings representation is more space efficient because it is devoid of topological information: definitions of nodes and edges are to be found in template definitions, whereas the bindings only contain associations between variables and values to instantiate them. This efficient representation also brings some benefits in terms of programming the generation of bindings.

First, we discuss some techniques to create bindings easily and efficiently (Section 6.1). Second, we examine how the development environment can help check whether bindings are well-formed and are aligned with template definitions (Section 6.2). In Supplementary Material, all these techniques are illustrated by examples or code fragments.

6.1 Ease and Performance of Generation

We consider four different techniques to generate bindings. Depending on the context of the application, they can be potentially combined together.

6.1.1 Abstract Bindings Creation

As discussed in Section 2.4, programming the generation of a provenance graph typically involves a method call for constructing each node and each edge. This requires the programmer to understand the topology of graphs to be generated. Further, these method calls should receive all necessary values to specify the attributes of these nodes and edges. This also typically involves a substantial amount of repetition in the code, since, for each node, there will be incoming and outgoing edges that require the node identifier (or a reference to it) to be passed to the edge constructors.

Instead of this, a library to construct bindings enables the programmer simply to identify which variable is associated with which value(s). Thus, no requirement is put on the programmer to understand the graph topology and replicate node identifiers across constructors of its adjacent edges. A library can take care of serializing the in-memory representation of bindings to their concrete serial format, relieving the programmer from knowing the bindings syntax. ProvToolbox provides a reference implementation of such abstract bindings.

6.1.2 Concrete Bindings Creation

Given the simple syntax of bindings as a JSON dictionary, it is also easy for the programmer to generate their textual representation directly, or build a dictionary structure (say in Javascript) that serializes directly to JSON. Such technique is particularly useful for programming languages that do not have a library for abstract bindings. It is used in the smart application, in which various components logged bindings constructed in their serialization format.

6.1.3 Converting Tabular Values

Application data is often available or exportable in tabular format, for instance, in the standardized CSV format [38]. If columns are labeled with the names of variables, each row can be converted into a set of bindings, whether abstract (Section 6.1.1) or concrete (Section 6.1.2). Such technique is used in the food application, in which food-related data, already existing in a tabular format, is converted to bindings.

6.1.4 Bindings Fragments

Let us consider the template of Figure 1; an activity may run for a long time. If bindings can only be generated at the end of an activity, it means that there may be portions of provenance that may not become available for a long time. This also places an unnecessary burden on the bindings generation code to hold on to values, until the last one becomes available, potentially resulting in memory leaks. In such a case, it may become desirable to create bindings fragments, containing bindings for a subset of the variables of a template. Such technique is used in the ebook application, in which bindings fragments are logged asynchronously, and a separate process reconstructs whole bindings out of fragments extracted from the log. The decoupling of bindings generation and provenance generation is critical to preserving the application’s performance.

6.2 Support for Checks

A potential challenge with the above techniques is that while the programmer’s task is facilitated because there is no requirement to program the topology of provenance...
graphs, a potential new source of error comes with variables names, and the burden of ensuring that they correspond to the variables occurring in the templates. To address this problem, a constructor of bindings can be generated automatically from a template definition, creating methods such as addConsumed in charge of adding a binding for the variable consumed. If a variable is renamed in a template, then the bindings constructor can be regenerated. At compile-time, it can be detected if the application code refers to the older method name. ProvToolbox provides an implementation of the bindings generator.

Another type of check that can be performed on a set of bindings is related to the number of values associated with variables occurring in a specific group, as defined in Section 4. The picaso application uses further template metadata to control the user interface, to generate bindings that satisfy constraints on the number of values for variables (for instance, related to minimal or maximal variable cardinality).

7 Practical Experience

In this section, first, we discuss the granularity of templates and bindings; second, we revisit the benefits introduced in Section 1, and provide some evidence supporting these, from the four applications that adopted PROV-TEMPLATE.

7.1 Templates and Bindings Granularity

A question a designer inevitably faces is the granularity with which templates, and to some extent bindings, should be associated with computational modules. We have encountered different cases. In smart, a template is typically associated with a method, or a sequence of method invocations, when it is desirable to abstract away from them. In the food application, the granularity of templates is dictated by the data the application ingests (invoice, food specification, inspection report): templates are designed to be general so that, for instance, they can accommodate invoices from multiple food suppliers. In ebook, a template corresponds to a workflow step. Finally, in picaso, each template corresponds to an editable user interface, visualizing the template, allowing values to be dragged on the interface, to create bindings for that template. In general, if a REST application has to be instrumented to generate provenance, templates could be associated with REST operations.

For smart, food, and picaso, a full set of bindings is created and submitted, all at once, for template expansion. On the other hand, in ebook, as workflow steps can be long, bindings fragment can be submitted independently (See Section 6.1.4).

7.2 Benefit 1: Separation of Responsibilities

The smart application was iteratively developed by four organizations, which contributed various aspects of the design and implementation of three components: user interface (UI), a ride matching service (Orchestrator) and a feedback and rating service (Reputation System). Each component recorded provenance using PROV-TEMPLATE exposed as a web service allowing sets of bindings to be submitted for expansion by the components distributed across the Web.

The first stage of development required a PROV expert to design templates in consultation with each component’s lead developer, so as to reflect the component’s business logic in the template. PROV expertise was required to design the templates in order to support the provenance use cases [39] targeted by the application. In the second phase, the initial integration was completed via pair programming (involving a developer and a PROV expert), to ensure that the correct sets of bindings were submitted for the expected template. Since bindings creation can be error-prone in the absence of automated checks (see Section 6.2), and the component developers were not familiar with PROV and PROV-TEMPLATE details, such a type of pair programming was regarded as the most efficient way of minimizing development effort. Over time, as better tools and better training material become available, the needs for a provenance expert will be significantly reduced (see future work in Section 9). In the third phase, further changes to the values of the variables in the bindings were completed by the components’ developers with essentially no support required.

7.3 Benefit 2: Maintenance

Templates may need to be changed as applications are redesigned and evolve, potentially due to new requirements or bug fixes. In turn, bindings may be required to change. In this section, we overview broad categories of changes that may be applied to templates, we then review how bindings generated according to techniques of Section 6 may have to be changed.

Table 5 summarizes broad types of template changes. Like code, templates may need to be refactored: templates may be renamed (1), while their contents remain unchanged. A new template may be added (2), when a new component is added to an application or a behavior of the application needs to be described by further provenance. On the contrary, components may be decommissioned and corresponding templates dropped (3); or alternatively, templates may be dropped because superseded by more recent ones. Templates can be merged (4) or split (5), depending on the granularity and timing at which provenance needs to be created. Finally, templates may be modified (6) in various ways that we now discuss. Modifications may preserve the graph topology (6.1–6.4) or may alter it (6.5–6.10). Topology-preserving modifications include changing constants, changing ontology terms, and adding or dropping attributes constants. Topology-altering modifications include adding and dropping nodes and relations, and adding and dropping variables. We note that template operations 6.9–6.10 are not typically performed in isolation, but are occurring in conjunction with other changes. In practice, a template modification usually involves multiple of the changes described in Table 5.

Table 5 also shows how bindings remain correct (✓) even in the presence of modifications to templates. When a template is added, templates are merged, or a new variable is

11. In that version of smart, the expert was involved in programming a library, whose aim was to assemble the bindings’ serial representation (Section 6.1.2), which was posted to a remote service, expanding them and persisting the expanded provenance.
The revisions reflect a change of

Simple template modelling in-

Semantic changes and vocabu-

Changes were prompted by it-

Ontology engineering [40], by ensuring that correct URIs are included in

The simplest cases of template evolution listed in Table 5.

The Orchestrator required the largest number of

A compilation error indicates that the application attempts

Automatic bindings bean generation (Section 6.2) allows for a

Thus, bindings that were logged remained correct over the

In the smart application, there were several iterations of the templates because of the application’s iterative design and distributed development. Table 6 describes how templates in smart were refined. Templates were refined by the PROV expert, but critically, consisted of changes that did not require the bindings submitted by a component to be altered, and the captured data was still valid; in other words, the changes to the template did not lead to extra development effort in the components and to data conversions. The Orchestrator required the largest number of versions because its provenance was the most complex, with respect to the number of terms in templates, and because of evolving requirements around the targeted provenance use cases. The other components required fewer changes, essentially thanks to their simplicity.

The revisions presented in Table 6 are in fact among the simplest cases of template evolution listed in Table 5. For instance, some of the template changes are due to an adjustment of the project’s vocabulary. The technique we presented here complements ontology-oriented software engineering [40], by ensuring that correct URIs are included in programs to refer to the correct Semantic Web concepts. We acknowledge that the maintenance effort was particularly minimal in smart because, even though the application was evolving, its broad architecture remained stable, and the use cases for which provenance was captured did not evolve. Thus, bindings that were logged remained correct over the application development cycle.

We describe a further situation to illustrate how PROV-TEMPLATE helps software maintenance. The application picaso underwent a complete change in its templates when a type defined in an ontology had to be replaced by another type belonging to another ontology. Specifically, every occurrence of xsd:QName was replaced by prov:QUALIFIED_NAME across all templates. The reason for this change was to ensure better inter-operability with the PROV specifications (see Section 2.4). The application code was left unchanged. The database containing the stored bindings did not need to be changed either. Only the revised templates were required to be expanded again with the same bindings.

7.4 Benefit 3: Runtime and Static Checks

Definitions 4 and 5 already specify how to check that a set of bindings is compatible with a template definition. These checks can be performed at expansion time, but could also be executed at binding creation time. For instance, from a template definition, one could generate code that constructs sets of bindings, while ensuring by construction that they remain compatible with the template they are meant to be used with.
URLs are used by templates to denote types in external ontologies. Our experience shows that it is fairly frequent to introduce incorrect URIs in the definition of templates. Such a problem can be addressed in part by extracting all URIs from a template definition, and check that they have been defined in a set of imported ontologies (see Figure 6). Of course, this check is purely syntactic, and can only identify URIs that have not been declared previously. Some form of semantic reasoning would be required to detect if the correct URI has been referenced in a template.

The semantics of PROV [31] associates temporal constraints with a core subset. For a set of provenance statements to be meaningful — referred to as "valid" statements — the constraints associated with that set should be satisfiable. A necessary condition for an expanded template to be valid is that the template itself is valid. However, the expansion of a valid template is not guaranteed to generate a valid provenance graph; indeed, some bindings may for instance cause a cycle of derivations to occur in the expanded provenance graph, which would render it invalid. Given that templates are in fact provenance graphs, their validity can be checked at design time using a provenance validator (such as [41]).

Reasoning could also be applied to templates to check that they satisfy some domain-specific constraints. For instance, one may want to check that the types of entities are compatible with the types of the activities that use and generate them. Such a type of reasoning, referred to as semantic validation [42], relies on ontologies being available and referred to by templates.

While automatic methods such as validation and domain-specific reasoning are powerful, the most common automatic operation we have applied to templates is checking whether they are syntactic well-formed. Furthermore, it is important not to dismiss the power of manual methods, since such methods remain practical given the relatively small size of templates, compared to the whole provenance being generated by an application. The most common visual checks that we perform are: detecting whether a template contains disjoint graphs, detecting the presence of loops, or detecting the absence of an edge or some attribute. For instance, in Figure 1, we may want to decide that we need to provide a type attribute for the generated entity; likewise, it would have been very easy to point out that an edge is missing, should it have been the case. These tasks would have been more challenging if they had to be performed on the provenance generated by an application. In the applications of Section 2.1, we have not detected examples of invalid provenance templates, because of the continuous manual checks we performed when designing the templates.

7.5 Benefit 4: Provenance Consumption

There is a potential software engineering benefit in using PROV-TEMPLATE for applications that consume the provenance they have generated. Instead of running graph queries over provenance, applications can instead run queries over the stored bindings. This technique is used by two of our applications. The application ebooK converts bindings back to workflows that can be executed, whereas picaso provides a graphical editor for the expanded templates directly from bindings.

8 Related Work

The related work is structured as follows. First, we contrast coarse and fine-grained provenance (Section 8.1); second, we survey techniques to capture provenance (Section 8.2); third, we look at an alternative to PROV-TEMPLATE and other similar graphs abstractions (Section 8.3). Finally, we position PROV-TEMPLATE in the broader context of software engineering (Section 8.4).

8.1 Coarse-Grained and Fine-Grained Provenance

Some authors [43] distinguish coarse-grained and fine-grained provenance, also commonly referred to as workflow and database provenance, respectively. The context and underpinning assumptions under which these approaches are conceived differ. In a database context, provenance explains which tables, rows, cells may have affected a query result, given a specific query that was run (for a survey of the field, we refer the reader to Cheney et al. [44]). Workflow provenance is regarded as more coarse-grained, because the workflow steps may not necessarily be detailed (e.g., a call to a Fast Fourier Transform) or workflow steps generate files, without the provenance of their contents being detailed.

The PROV data model is designed to express provenance and exchange it in an interoperable manner. It can be used not only to describe the flow of information, either in workflows or in database systems, but also to describe human participation in activities. When it comes to fine-grained provenance, representing it using PROV is possible, although it is unlikely to result in a compact representation that the kind of dedicated database techniques can afford [44].

8.2 Provenance: Instrumentation, Logging, Constructing, Compacting

A simple approach to provenance generation is to instrument code, which requires interleaving provenance-generating code in the source code. This operation is not only labor intensive, since it requires fine-tuning of provenance capturing [45] to maintain adequate performance, but it also does require both application and provenance expertise. Cross-cutting concerns of provenance generation can be addressed by aspect-oriented programming, which allows monitoring probes to be woven into an application [20]. Instrumenting applications and generating provenance at the same time can be cumbersome from a software engineering perspective. Instead, traditional logging techniques have been combined with provenance reconstruction, in various contexts, with well-known logging tools [19], system call tracing [16], or even at the level of the operating system kernel, such as PASS [17].

Workflow systems are a class of applications generating provenance, which use a mix of instrumentation and logging (cf. Taverna [1], Vistrails [2], Kepler [3]). These systems are essentially monolithic “integrated development environments” that allow users to compose workflows and
execute them while keeping a trace of execution in the form of a provenance log.

Emerging approaches move away from such “integrated development environments” allowing disparate tools to be exploited by users. YesWorkflow [46], [47] allows scientists to annotate their scripts (in Python, R, or Perl) with special comments that reveal the main computational blocks and data flow dependencies, allowing the provenance of scientific results to be constructed and queried. To avoid code instrumentation, YesWorkflow assumes that critical information has been encoded in data product files and directory names, which allows full provenance to be inferred. Such “provenance-friendly” data organization involves URI templates, capturing how inputs and outputs are named and organized. Annotations specify notions of blocks, ports and channels, describing the static topology of the workflow. This approach is completely complementary with the one described in this article. The variables identified in the URI patterns of YesWorkflow can be used to create bindings, used by PROV-TEMPLATE to generate PROV documents.

In some situations, in particular with legacy applications, we do not have the opportunity to modify the source code in order to insert provenance-generating code, or we do not have the possibility of weaving new aspects because we cannot recompile code, or we do not have the possibility of dynamically re-loading and re-linking legacy code. In those cases, data created by such legacy applications can be mined, using application knowledge, with a view of reconstructing provenance [23], [24]. These approaches use a range of techniques to reconstruct provenance. Structural information allows finer grained provenance to be reconstructed, whereas content similarity allows for high-level “information flows” to be described. These approaches typically introduce some uncertainty to indicate the level of confidence associated with the reconstructed provenance relations. Again, the topology of the provenance being reconstructed can also be expressed with templates, to be instantiated with runtime values.

Finally, ProvGen is a graph generation technique for provenance [48], which relies on a seed graph, very similar to a template, combined with a set of constraints describing how it can be repeated. We conjecture that the provenance generation component could be completely decoupled from the node generation part, which would then allow PROV-TEMPLATE to be used here too.

As PROV-TEMPLATE bindings are devoid of topology information, bindings have been shown to be more compact than expanded provenance (see Section 5). There has been work investigating techniques to compact provenance, while still maintaining its queryability: Chapman et al. [49] propose factorization techniques, allowing common patterns of provenance information to be identified, and the amount of required storage to be reduced, while still be efficiently queryable. Our experience is that templates tend to specify the shape of provenance for small subgraphs, typically in the close vicinity of an activity. By operating over a whole provenance graph, factorization techniques stand a better chance of compressing provenance. On the other hand, the localized nature of template allows clients, submitting provenance to a provenance repository, to benefit from bindings compact representation.

8.3 Provenance Templates and Views

Curcin et al. [50] also propose a notion of template, seen as “a higher-level abstraction of the provenance graph data”. Their templates specify “basic conceptual units that can be recorded in a provenance repository.” Unlike PROV-TEMPLATE, their patterns use a provenance graphical model, where nodes denote concepts rather than instances, but is extended with further constructs to model sub-graph repetition. A key differentiator between their approach and PROV-TEMPLATE is that the latter has well-defined interfaces, in terms of templates and bindings in input, and expanded graphs in output, with clear standardized formats, and with a well-defined expansion algorithm.

The template language of PROV-TEMPLATE has some similarity with the provenance type graphs of Danger et al. [51], and Moreau’s provenance summaries [52]. Provenance type graphs are combined with graph transformation techniques, such as removing and inserting nodes, to produce views over provenance graphs that satisfy some access control properties [51]. Alternatively, “user views”, defined as a partition of tasks in a workflow specification [53], provide the means to selectively identify what aspect of a provenance trace should be exposed to users. PROV-TEMPLATE is intended for generating provenance, whereas provenance type graphs, summaries, and views are intended to abstract away from the concrete details of provenance. The provenance type graphs [51] build on Sun’s Typed Provenance Model [54] by allowing domain specific types to be exposed. In PROV-TEMPLATE, such domain specific types can be found in the form of the prov:type attribute supported by the PROV data model [6]. The graph transformation technique [51] is capable of replacing subgraphs by new nodes, i.e., creating graph abstractions. This is an example of graph rewriting applied to provenance; in contrast, PROV-TEMPLATE does not perform full graph rewriting, but instead allows template nodes to be instantiated with one or more instances.

Prospective provenance, a term coined by Wilde [55], denotes the “recipe” or procedure used to compute data products. So, prospective provenance is a description of what execution is intended to be; this should be contrasted to PROV-TEMPLATE, which is a description of what provenance is to be. PROV introduces the notion of prov:Plan, a plan intended by an agent to achieve some goals in the context of this activity, but does not provide any details about the nature of such plans. P-Plan [56] is an approach to prospective provenance, which uses some PROV building blocks (such as activity, entity, usage, generation) to describe what an execution is intended to be like. While some relations are provided to link up actual activities and entities found in the provenance to their counterpart in the prospective provenance, P-Plan does not prescribe how provenance is to be shaped. P-Plan, like PROV-TEMPLATE, uses a notion of variable to denote actual runtime entities. ProvONE [57] is a recent community-based extension of PROV to support scientific workflow provenance. Like P-Plan, it includes prospective provenance, but replaces variables by the notion of port commonly found in workflow systems [1], [3]. The Workflow Description Ontology, which describes workflow specifications included in Research Objects [58], instead uses
a notion of datalink to specify data dependencies between the processes of a workflow.

## 8.4 Software Engineering and Meta Models

PRIME [39], the PROvenance Incorporating MEthodology, is a software engineering methodology to “provenance-enable” applications. It consists of three phases to be applied iteratively. First, provenance use cases need to be elicited to identify the type of functionality that is expected out of provenance information. Second, the application is deconstructed into actors, processes, and information flows. Third, information items are exposed, provenance is then captured, and provenance functionality is implemented. PRIME does not specify how provenance is generated. Again, PROV-TEMPLATE has a natural place in this software engineering methodology, since the templates can be expressed by the designer to address some provenance use cases, and can directly be used for provenance generation. More recently, a set of common provenance recipes [14] has been put forward for provenance patterns commonly encountered in applications. Likewise, ProvErr [59] relies on engineers’ application knowledge to construct a dependency model aimed to support root cause analysis of system faults. Both provenance recipes and dependency models are good candidates for creating provenance templates.

Zhu and Bayley [60] propose an algebra of design patterns, from which they derive a notion of equivalence between pattern expressions and a normal form for pattern expressions. It is an open question as to whether a similar algebra can be developed for provenance templates, allowing some reasoning to be made about how templates are composed.

PROV provenance draws upon the linked data [61] and Semantic Web approaches [62]. In this context, significant attention has been given to the problem of bringing knowledge and software engineering together [40]. In particular, there has been a growing interest in applying ontologies to the various stages of the software engineering life cycle (for an overview, see [40]). For instance, there are approaches allowing conversion between OWL ontologies and UML models, and vice-versa [63]. As we have already shown in Figure 6, PROV-TEMPLATE builds on ontologies by making explicit references to classes and properties defined in ontologies. This presents researchers with opportunities to integrate PROV-TEMPLATE in the software engineering process to bring forth its benefits (as discussed in Section 7).

## 9 Conclusion and Future Work

Ease of generation remains an adoption hurdle for provenance technology. To address this challenge, we have presented PROV-TEMPLATE, a practical approach that facilitates the generation of provenance. It consists of three parts. Templates provide a declarative way of specifying the provenance to be generated, with placeholders (referred to as variables) for values to be filled. Sets of bindings are simple JSON data structures associating variable names to values. An expansion algorithm creates a provenance document from a template, by replacing all variables by values found in a set of bindings. The expansion algorithm is capable of dealing with multiple values for variables. The approach is implemented by the ProvToolbox library, an open source library for manipulating provenance in Java.

Our quantitative evaluation shows that exchanging sets of bindings rather than provenance documents incurs a significantly reduced cost in communications and/or storage, as the size of bindings is demonstrated to be on average 40% of that of expanded provenance documents. The performance evaluation also shows that the approach is tractable, with only fractions of milliseconds required for expanding typical templates.

Our practical experience with PROV-TEMPLATE over the course of two years has shown four benefits provided by the approach. It helps with separation of responsibilities, allowing distributed developers to focus on code writing and information logging, whereas a PROV expert can focus on the design of provenance templates and their deployment in an application. PROV-TEMPLATE facilitates maintenance of provenance since it allows minor revisions of provenance to be supported, without having to modify the application, as long as the templates still rely on the same logged values. PROV-TEMPLATE allows for an application-wide library of templates to be assembled, and a series of static and dynamic checks to be supported; these checks help the application log the necessary information to create provenance correctly. Finally, PROV-TEMPLATE allows for applications that consume their own provenance to exploit the regular structure of bindings, rather than having to rely on graph queries over provenance.

There are a number of opportunities to build upon PROV-TEMPLATE in future work. If a designer specifies all the provenance to be generated in an application by means of templates, there is only a need to store sets of bindings and templates. Thus, we could envisage a notion of “provenance repository” [64], in which PROV-compatible provenance is only generated on demand, and is not persisted in that form. Instead, the only information that needs to be captured and stored is templates and sets of bindings. Pushing this approach to its logical end, the idea of a provenance template management system becomes crucial, with key functionality, including editing and storage of templates and their versions, migration of bindings to new templates, and on-the-fly PROV-compatible provenance generation. Templates can further be “compiled” into code that generates PROV efficiently from a set of bindings. Services for posting bindings can be generated automatically from templates, and perform compatibility checks directly, giving early feedback to developers if something goes wrong.

Provenance is typically queried by means of graph queries, expressed in languages such as SPARQL. With the PROV-TEMPLATE approach, provenance now consists of templates and bindings. Thus, provenance graph queries can be optimized by developing query plans that take into account the static nature of provenance templates, and by directly querying the bindings, which can also be indexed to improve performance.

A theoretical strand of work could investigate the meaning of abstract graphs such as templates. There, nodes no longer represent instances but sets of these. With such a notion, one can also study the set of algebraic operations to process such graphs and the type of reasoning that is...
possible over such abstract graphs.
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